Doggerel

(Tenor begins on beat 22 of the bass part)

(Tenor begins on beat 22 of the bass part)
KING-FISHER Peacock Ant-eater Bat LIZARD Ichneumon Honey-bee Rat MOCK-ING-BIRD Camel Grass-hopper Mouse

(each voice sustains its pitch)

NIGHT-IN-GALE Spider Cuttlefish Grouse OCELOT Pheasant Wolverine Auk PERIWINKLE Ermine Katydid Hawk

QUAIL Hippopotamus Armadillo Moth RAT-TLE SNAKE Lion Woodpecker Sloth

SALAMANDER Goldfinch Angleworm Dog TIGER Flamingo Scorpion Frog

UNICORN Ostrich Nautilus Mole VPER Gorilla Basilisk Sole WHIP-POR WILL Beaver Centipede Fawn

XANTHOS Canary Polliwog Swan YELLOW HAMMER Eagle Hyena Lark ZEBRA Chameleon Butterfly Shark
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